Courts, arbitration tribunals, adjudicators, disputes resolution boards and decision-makers are frequently called upon to determine whether a party to a construction contract is entitled to a time extension and of what duration, whether it is compensable or non-compensable, or whether liquidated damages or actual damages may be assessed and for what duration. The party seeking the relief usually has the legal and evidential burden; thus the problem begins.

Delays often vary in duration, sequence...
and cause, and even when a critical path method (CPM) network programme (schedule) has been utilised, there is still much to be determined. Delays are often intertwined in and among numerous activities in the project schedule, some of which have float, others of which are critical. This makes apportionment of the delay complex. One way to determine this allocation is by the application of the court’s common sense. Some Boards of Contract Appeals in the US have required detailed proof as to the particulars of each delay and their impact using contemporaneous records. The burden of proof can shift to an owner/employer when seeking liquidated damages or actual damages, but the contractor must apportion the delay when owner/employer critical path delay is concurrent with the contractor’s delay. As a result, schedule consultants are often brought in as experts to explain entitlement in the form of a schedule (programme) delay analysis. The evidence of programming experts may be of persuasive assistance. Dozens of variations of individual CPM schedule delay analysis methods exist but generally fall within the genre of the following five categories of methods:

- time impact analysis;
- collapsed as-built;
- as-built critical path;
- impacted as-planned; and
- total time (as-planned vs as-built).

A time impact analysis method utilises the change to the projected completion date of the schedule (programme) between the contemporaneous schedule updates to evaluate critical delays during the project in a chronological and cumulative fashion. Collapsed as-built methods remove specific delay from the as-built schedule to show where the contractor would have finished, but for that delay. As-built critical path methods identify delays that fall on the longest path in the as-built schedule. Impacted as-planned methods project delays into the baseline schedule as if they had been known at the start of the project. A total time method, or as-planned versus as-built, compares the original as-planned schedule with the as-built schedule and considers the difference and the extension of time. Many of these methods have often been criticised in legal decisions depending on how they are utilised, their completeness, accuracy and whether they were derived from contemporaneous records.

Part of the problem with the variety of schedule delay methods, however, is that they can produce different results when applied to the same situation. Studies that come to this conclusion include:


Some advocates and scheduling (programme) experts use the fact that the various methods can reach different conclusions when applied to the same situation to conclude one of two things: that no method is acceptable or that all methods may be acceptable in specific situations.

The first position, that no method is acceptable, is principally attributable to the conclusion that schedule manipulation can result in two schedule delay analyses reaching opposite conclusions. The confusion over which method is more accurate may lead some to give up or reject all methods. This possibility of manipulation is compounded by the fact that use of different methods may be, in and of itself, a form of manipulation because of the way each treats delay. The general consensus, as noted by many practitioners and the Society of Construction Law’s Delay and Disruption Protocol, is that time impact analysis is the preferred method. However, even the term ‘time impact analysis’ may refer to a variety of methods utilising the schedule updates. Further, a number of consultants and experts refer to the method they use as time impact analysis, regardless of what method is actually used.

The attacks on the schedule (programme) analysis provided by experts have caused considerable difficulty for courts in particular. In one instance, a court reverted to methods that were used before computer software came to be used extensively in programming of complex construction
contracts utilising older non-computer-based methodology techniques because an error in one logic link can vitiate the whole programme, and any errors in a number of links will almost inevitably vitiate the programme. When such expert analysis failed to have enough detail to allow the court to determine the number of delay days and contains errors, one court found that the contractor failed to carry its burden of proof and the claim was denied. When the owner/employer failed to present any delay analysis on its claim for contractor delay, the claim was denied.

The need for better voluntary guidelines is clear from the limitations on what courts can impose, but the importance of what courts, arbitration tribunals, adjudicators, dispute resolution boards and decision-makers need strongly suggests that such voluntary guidelines are necessary. A party is entitled to present its case as it sees fit and no judge is entitled to require a party to establish causation and delay by a particular method. Nevertheless, a court must require a party to spell out with sufficient particularity its case and where the case depends upon the causal effect of an interaction of events, to spell out the nexus in an intelligible form.

An expert’s analysis which was ‘in essence a total time approach which is virtually of no value’ was rejected by the court.

To bring some clarity, more stringent criteria to review a schedule delay analysis are required. The eight guidelines listed below are considered a best practice for schedule delay analysis and were first suggested in February 2012. While originally proposed in accordance with US case law, these guidelines are not specific to any particular jurisdiction but are a best practice based on how a project is scheduled, administered and evaluated after-the-fact. The eight guidelines can provide reliable results in any scenario. Most of the guidelines conform to the Delay and Disruption Protocol. The eight guidelines any schedule delay analysis should comply with are:

1. Compare the plan to perform the remaining work before each delay with the plan to perform the remaining work after that delay

This typically involves utilising the schedule updates the contractor prepares contemporaneously during the project to determine the change to the projected completion date of the project. It is important not just to look at the estimated impact of a delay event but also to determine the actual impact to the schedule just after the delay event is completed. This varies slightly from the Delay and Disruption Protocol because after-the-fact, the analysis should focus on the actual schedule (programme) impact when the delaying activity is finished, as opposed to how long the parties thought the delay might last at the start of the delay.

2. Identify critical delays

Delay has to be critical to the contract completion date in order to justify a time extension. Delays that absorb float are not critical. However, due to added constraints in current scheduling software, there may be critical delays that are not on the longest path and activities with float on the longest path. If an activity does not have any float, by definition it is critical as it would impact the required contract completion date.

3. Evaluate all delays in a chronological and cumulative manner

The order in which the delays are inserted is important, as float is created by extensions of time and absorbed by contractor delay throughout the project. Evaluating delay out of sequence will mask what actually happened on the project.

4. Adjust the contract completion date to reflect excusable delay as it occurs

Adjusting the contract completion date is also necessary for accurate float values and a determination of which activities are critical at any point in time on the project.

5. Include accurate as-built information in the analysis

Any delay analysis should reflect the actual progress of construction. Altering or using incorrect as-built data can change the results of a schedule delay analysis.

6. Minimise projected future delays

Inserting delays well in advance of the data date can alter the logic-driven float calculations in the schedule and change which
activities are critical. Generally, projecting future delays should be minimised and, if used, incorporated based on what information was known by the parties at that point in time on the project.

7. Correct any necessary logic flaws, but carefully document and explain any changes to the contemporaneous schedules

Revision to the baseline schedule or schedule updates may be necessary after-the-fact but should be minimised. Generally, only changes to mandatory physical constraints or required contractual constraints should be adjusted in the schedule, and the contractor’s preferential sequencing should be left alone. Courts, adjudicators, arbitration tribunals, dispute resolution boards and deciding parties tend to be sceptical of substantial changes made well after construction of the project.

8. Tie causation to each delay in accordance with the principles of schedule delay

These include:
- non-excusable delay;
- excusable compensable delay; and
- excusable non-compensable delay.

These principles of causation are based on the contract language for owner/employer delay, contractor delay, concurrent delay, offsetting delay and force majeure delays when recognisable under a remedy-granting clause for changes, variations and other descriptive events.

The second claim, that all methods are acceptable in certain situations, is often used to justify continued use of knowingly flawed methods, such as collapsed as-built and the as-built critical path. For instance, because the preferred method, time impact analysis, requires schedule updates, some argue that when schedule updates are not available, use of flawed methods may be acceptable. This may invoke some risk, as the contractor is usually required by contract to prepare and submit schedule updates. Failure to comply with a contractual provision for schedule updates may in and of itself prevent the contractor from proving its delay after-the-fact. A time impact analysis, which is the contractor’s burden of proof, could still be conducted by recreating schedule updates but courts, adjudicators, arbitration tribunals and dispute resolution boards tend to be sceptical of analysis created entirely after-the-fact for purposes of dispute resolution. Likewise, the Society of Construction Law’s Delay and Disruption Protocol also notes in section 1.14.1 that ‘failure to maintain such records [including schedule updates] does not justify the Contractor in making a global claim’. While this statement applies to the clearly disfavoured global claim (as-planned versus as-built) method, the statement could just as well apply to any other method that does not comply with the eight guidelines identified above.

The eight simplified guidelines reflect a checklist that any court, adjudicator, arbitration tribunal, dispute resolution board or decision-maker can use to assist in identifying the accuracy and reliability of a schedule (programme) delay analysis method.
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